We investigate the possibility that quantum effects responsible for black hole radiation do not allow for horizon crossing of gravitationally collapsing matter in a finite time as seen by distant observers. We consider this in the context of the collapse of evaporating massive thin dust shells using two families of metrics to describe the exterior geometry: the outgoing Vaidya metric and the retarded Schwarzschild metric. We describe how this hypothesis results in a modified equation of motion for the shell. In each case the collapse is accelerated due to evaporation, but the Schwarzschild radius is not crossed. Instead the shell is always at a certain sub-Planckian distance from this would-be horizon that depends only on the mass and evaporation rate, while a comoving observer encounters firewall-like energy density and flux with a natural cutoff.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to the clock of a distant observer (Bob at spatial infinity), collapse of a matter distribution into a black hole takes an infinite amount of time. The final stage of a collapse is crossing of the event horizon -boundary of the spacetime region from which no signal can escape. According to the comoving observer (Alice) it lasts only a finite amount of time. These are the standard results of classical general relativity [1] .
However the notion of an event horizon also plays a key role in quantum models of black holes [2] [3] [4] [5] . If Hawking radiation [3] [4] [5] [6] exists [7] and its late-time effects are described by Page's formula [4, 5, 8] , only a finite amount of Bob's time elapses until the black hole evaporates. Black hole radiation can be derived in a number of ways [3] [4] [5] 9] , each typically based on three basic assumptions [9] : (i) the gravitational field is treated as a classical background; (ii) the backreaction of the created matter on the spacetime geometry is neglected, at least at the first stage of the analysis; (iii) field(s) of the emitted radiation are distinct from the collapsing matter. Positivity of the resulting steady-state energy flux at infinity, conservation of energy, and the relationships between event horizon area and mass for stationary black holes lead to a conclusion of a steady decrease of the horizon and provide a way to describe the changing spacetime geometry.
Hawking radiation precipitates the black hole information problem. Crossing of the event horizon by the collapsing matter and restoration (or the alleged non-restoration) of correlations during the evaporation provide ingredients for the paradox [2, 4, 5, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . We focus on consistency of these two elements since there is an apparent causal contradiction: infinite collapse time vs. finite subsequent evaporation time as perceived by Bob.
There are two alternatives for the final stages of the collapse: either quantum effects facilitate a finite-time collapse -crossing of a suitably defined event horizon within a finite amount of Bob's time -or they do not. Both can restore the causal order.
If quantum effects lead to a finite-time collapse (according to the distant Bob), then there is no logical necessity in emitting pre-Hawking radiation before the event horizon is formed. Nonetheless, a spacetime region containing the horizon of even a large black hole would still be non-classical. The collapse speed-up implies that either a test particle that trails just behind the collapsing matter will also cross the fully formed horizon in a finite coordinate time, or the "original" matter for some reason behaves differently from everything else. Since derivations of the Hawking radiation do not assume exotic background structures [3] [4] [5] [6] , investigations of its logical consequences [11] should not assume them either.
If quantum effects do not facilitate such collapse, evaporation must start when the collapsing matter is sufficiently close to its Schwarzschild radius. Arguments that the collapse according to Bob is never complete and overlaps with the onset of Hawking radiation that begins when the collapsing matter concentrates near the gravitational radius, have been made before [13] [14] [15] . Numerical studies of collapsing shells [16] and analytic results [17] [18] [19] [20] support this idea.
Accepting the overlap between collapse and evaporation presents the same alternative: either quantum effects responsible for black hole radiation allow for the horizon crossing (however properly defined in the quantum case) in finite time for Bob or they do not. In the latter case the alleged loss of information, at least in a sense of its disappearance through a horizon [4, 5, 10, 21] , never arises [20, [22] [23] [24] .
We explore the consequences of pre-Hawking radiation and present several consistent scenarios where the second possibility -no horizon -is realized. In Section II we discuss considerations leading to our models, their specific assumptions as well as review the classical aspects of a thin shell collapse. Section III presents several detailed examples. We conclude with the discussion of their applicability, generality and implications in Section IV. Appendices provide all the necessary calculational details. We use (− + ++) signature of the metric and set c = = G = k B = 1.
II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
There is a useful hierarchy of models that describe the interplay between quantum mechanics and gravity. Relevant models begin with quantum field theory on a curved background and advance through semiclassical stochastic gravity [25] and different effective field theories of matter-gravity systems [26] to a full theory of quantum gravity in whatever form it takes [2] . Black holes are discussed at each level of this hierarchy.
Appearances of strongly non-classical regions, both deep within appropriately defined quantum black holes and outside the Schwarzschild radius [9, 27, 28] are expected. Nevertheless, the classical event horizon and quantum states that are associated with it play an important role in the quantum black hole models. Moreover, whatever reservations can be raised against the semiclassical picture of black hole creation, radiation and evaporation, they are still the only ones that are fully solvable. Hence investigations of the event horizon crossing within the semi-classical framework are important to establish its consistency and delineate its limitations.
Our treatment of this model is based on the following assumptions:
1. The classical spacetime structure is still meaningful and is described by a metric g µν .
2. Classical concepts, such as trajectory, event horizon or singularity can be used.
Assumption 1 leaves out the spacetime fluctuations. Within this framework there are no restrictions on the applicability of classical concepts even, e.g., within the sub-Planckian distance from the Schwarzschild radius. While this is a stronger assumption than just validity of the classical description outside the stretched horizon [4, 5, 27] , it is consistent with the goal of testing accessibility of an infinitely sharp classical event horizon. Moreover, while this assumption is not usually emphasized, it underlines many discussions of the Hawking radiation and related problems. Specifically, the standard Penrose diagram of the creation of a black hole from the infalling matter with subsequent evaporation makes sense only if both Assumptions 1 and 2 are accepted [29] . We furthermore assume 3. The collapse leads to a pre-Hawking radiation.
4. The metric is modified by quantum effects. The resulting curvature satisfies the semiclassical equation
where R µν is the Ricci tensor corresponding to the metric g µν and T µν is the expectation value of the stressenergy tensor.
Assumption 3 is the direct consequence of our discussion in Section I. In principle we make no assumptions about the specific form of the pre-Hawking radiation. It should be obtained as a part of a self-consistent analysis. The expectation value of the stress-energy tensor should include all matter fields as well as gravitons, thus relaxing assumptions (ii) and (iii) from Section I. Formally it is given by
where g = det g µν and W is the effective action of quantum fields [3] , but only partial results are known for dynamical spacetimes.
Below we illustrate the consequences of the Assumptions 1-4 in two examples. We discuss a generic sphericallysymmetric setting in [30] .
A. The model
We consider collapse of a massive spherically-symmetric thin dust shell Σ [31] in D +1 dimensional spacetime, D ≥ 3. Appendix A summarizes the relevant conventions and definitions.
The spacetime inside the shell is flat [31] . In the absence of Hawking radiation the metric
where f (r) = 1 − C/r D−2 describes the exterior geometry in terms of standard coordinates (t + , r + ) and outgoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates (u + , r + ). Here and in the following dt + = du + + dr + /f (r + ), and dΩ D−1 is the spherical volume element. Their counterparts in the Minkowski spacetime inside the shell are (t − , r − ) and (u − , r − ), where
[32] is the solution of f (r) = 0. In three spatial dimensions
The shell's trajectory is parameterized by its proper time τ (time of a comoving observer Alice) as T ± (τ ), R ± (τ ) or U ± (τ ), R ± (τ ) using, respectively, (t, r) or (u, r) coordinates outside and inside the shell.
The first junction condition [31, 33] , which is the statement that the induced metric h ab is the same on the both sides of the shell Σ, ds
Trajectories of shell's particles are timelike, sȯ
where the dot denotes a τ derivative anḋ
where
The surface stress-energy tensor for a thin dust shell is
where σ is the surface density and v a are the components of the proper velocity in the surface coordinates y a . Discontinuity of the extrinsic curvature K ab is described by the second junction condition [31, 33] 
where K := K a a , and [K] := K| Σ + −K| Σ − is the discontinuity of the extrinsic curvature K across the two sides Σ ± of the surface. The equation of motion for the shell can be written as
This equation is simple enough to have an analytic solution τ (R), leading to the finite crossing time τ (r g ). Appendix B presents details of the derivation of the equations of motion.
Unlike previous investigations of thin shell collapse [34] [35] [36] , we are not dealing here with its influence on a quantum field, but rather focus on the effects of the resulting radiation on the shell dynamics. A metric describing the geometry outside the evaporating shell is self-consistently determined from the Einstein equations (Assumption 4). Using a null shell [19, 28, 35] simplifies the analysis. Here we investigate a massive shell, with the advantage of being able to consider its evolution in the proper reference frame of Alice in addition to the asymptotic frame of Bob. The proper reference frame is crucial for establishing the physical meaning of the horizon.
We illustrate the general approach that was outlined in this section by two particular scenarios. The first scenario models the geometry outside the shell using the outgoing Vaidya metric [19, [37] [38] [39] , which is a popular model of exterior geometry of evaporating black holes. Apart from two obvious constrains we do not specify the mass function C(u). Next we introduce the retarded Schwarzschild metric, which allows to describe evaporation from the point of view of Bob.
By monitoring
where R(τ ) is determined by the equations of motion based on the assumed outside metric, we analyse how evaporation modifies the classical shell dynamics.
III. EXAMPLES A. Vaidya metric
The outgoing Vaidya metric is given by (4) but with f → f (u, r) = 1 − C(u)/r D−2 , where we only assume that f (u, r) > 0 for r > r g (u) ≥ 0 and dC/du ≤ 0. Here and in the following we drop the subscript "+" from the variables.
The equation of motion of the shell (9) becomes (see Appendix B),
where A u := dA/du, andU is given by Eq. (6). Solving Eq. (11) forR, then expanding in inverse powers of x and C we obtain
where close to the Schwarzschild radius
The coefficient of dC/dU in (12) is positive, soR < 0. Hence sufficiently close to the Schwarzschild radius the collapse is always accelerated. At later stages (when |Ṙ| 2) it can be approximated as
We now evaluate the shell's rate of approach to r g . In its vicinity Eq. (6) reduces toU ≈ −2Ṙ/F . Using this expression and Eq. (13) in the chain rule evaluation ofṙ g we find thatẋ
Hence a natural time-dependent scale for this problem is
andẋ
Then the gap decreases only as long as ǫ * < x. If this is true for the entire duration of evaporation, we have R > r g until the evaporation is complete. Otherwise, once the distance between the shell and the Schwarzschild radius is reduced to ǫ * , it cannot decrease any further. From the point of view of Alice the collapse accelerates, while for Bob the shell is still stuck within a slowly changing coordinate distance ǫ * from the slowly receding Schwarzschild radius. Furthermore using (6) it is straightforward to show that close to r ġ
and so Alice will see the evaporation rateĊ vanish if and only if Bob does; if dC/du → 0 then (11) reduces to Eq. (9), ǫ * → 0, and an horizon forms. If dC/du < 0 then since the gap x never vanishes,Ṙ increases but remains finite for finite x. The only non-vanishing component of the stress-energy tensor is
The energy density in the frame of an observer moving with a four-velocity v µ is
hence on the outer shell surface wherė
we have
The energy flux in this frame is given by
where n ν is given by Eq. (B2).see that the observer Using Eq. (12) it is possible to see that Alice will experience an enormously increased energy density and flux. Approximating x ∼ ǫ * = 2C|dC/dU | the asymptotic form of the equation of motion becomesR
Hence Alice will see the radiation flux growing to some maximal value contingent on the properties of the shell. This blueshift behaviour is a known feature of the standard black hole models [40] and provides a possible realization of a firewall acting via "internal conversion" [41] . It could be regarded as a firewall with a natural upper cut-off.
B. Retarded Schwarzschild metric
We introduce an alternative modification of the metric (3) that describes spherically-symmetric evaporation. This example demonstrates that horizon avoidance is not limited to the Vaidya metric. We incorporate an mass function C(t) (as described by Bob), C B (t), into a local causality-respecting metric via the retarded time, similarly to the derivation of the Lienard-Wiechert potential in the radiation problem [1] . As a result we can illustrate the analysis by numerical simulation of the process in Section III C.
Outside the shell (the region (t, r) : r > R(t)) we assume the metric
This is the minimal modification of Eq. (3) consistent with the assumption that an outgoing massless particle propagates in the Schwarzschild spacetime that is frozen at the moment of its emissiont, i.e.
Heref (t, r) = 1 − C(t)/r D−2 ≡ f (t, r), and the retarded timet(t, r) is given by the implicit equation
where the tortoise coordinates are defined using the mass parameter att. Outgoing null geodesics are the lines oft = const. We introduce C(t) via the implicit relationship (27) ,
It is straightforward to show (Appendix C) that for any choice of the function C this metric is inequivalent to the outgoing Vaidya metric. In this model the shell follows the classical trajectory (T (τ ), R(τ )) until a certain coordinate distance ǫ from the Schwarzschild radius, when the evaporation abruptly starts. While definitely not an instantaneous event, the ignition time can be reasonably well-defined in, e.g., the adiabatic approximation [42] , and we shall set τ = t = 0 at this event for convenience. Writing F :=f (T, R), the equation of motion (9) for the collapsing and evaporating shell now becomes (Appendix D)
The derivatives of the retarded time on the shell are
Eq. (13) holds apart from the last stages of evaporation (where x(τ ) ∼ C(τ )). Hence (5) becomeṡ
Noting thatṘ
implies the equality Rt| Σ = R t ≡ R T ≈ −F , the evaporation parameterized by the shell's proper time is given by
since at short distances from the Schwarzschild radius ∂t/∂t| Σ ≈ 1 2 and ∂t/∂r| Σ ≈ −1/(2F ). Solving Eq. (29) forR and expanding in inverse powers of x and C we obtain
for the dominant term of the shell's acceleration as it approaches the Schwarzschild radius, and the expression further simplifies (Eq. (41)) for |Ṙ| 2.
Approach to the shellẋ =Ṙ −ṙ g is still governed by Eq. (17) . Using Eq. (36) we find that now the distance scale is
As an illustration we consider the late-time evaporation law
where the constants are discussed in Appendix E. Starting from the initial value C 0 the evaporation lasts a finite time t E ,
Using (39) the asymptotic dynamics of the evaporating shell is given by the system
where (41) is valid for large |Ṙ| 2. We see that the effect of evaporation is negligible until about τ 1 ∼ ǫ/|Ṙ(0)|, when the distance to the Schwarzschild radius reaches x = O(ǫ * ). Once it is reached we are guaranteed thatẋ > 0 and so the shell does not cross the Schwarzschild radius despite rapidly increasing acceleration. While our choice of the switching-on parameters determines the value of τ 1 , the steady-state coordinate distance ǫ * depends only on the system properties.
C. Numerical solutions
We illustrate the situation by numerically solving (29) and (35) using the evaporation model of Eq. (40) . We take D = 3, C 0 = 10, and ǫ = 1. We use κ = (5120π/8)× 1/8, where the last factor of 1/8 converts from the usual three-dimensional expression for M = C/2. The evaporation time in this case is t E = 2.513 × 10 5 . It is convenient to assume that the collapse started with the shell at rest (in this example at R 0 = 10C 0 ), and simply vary the initial radial coordinate and the mass to cover all possible scenarios.
The rapid increase of |R| after τ ∼ τ 1 leads to breakdown of the numerical integration of either the exact or approximate systems for sufficiently small x. Physically it means that after the shell comes to within a distance ǫ * from the Schwarzschild radius, Alice sees the rest of the collapse and evaporation as nearly instantaneous: for the last point on the shell trajectory on Fig. 1 , time dilation factor isṪ = 3.05 × 10 7 . This problem is avoided if one rewrites the equations in terms of Bob's time t = T (τ ), usinġ
Using Eq. (25) we obtainṪ , andT = (dṪ /dT )Ṫ (Appendix D), thus allowing us to replace the derivative of R over the proper time in Eq. (29) by the derivatives over Bob's time. The approximate equation for x takes a particularly simple form
and can be also obtained directly from Eq. (17) by using the value of |F | ≈ |R T | from Eq. (13). For D = 3, ǫ * = 1/3κC, we find
When Eq. (40) is substituted for C(t) this equation has a solution in terms of the error function. The numerical solution to this equation that extends the exact solution to all times is depicted in Fig. 2 .
D. The core and the shell model
A more complicated scenario involves a massive spherically-symmetric core of radius R c with the Schwarzschild radius r . Assume a shell collapses from rest at some R(0), such that initially
where C > C c yields the total gravitating mass of the system. The inset (a) shows the approach of x(t) to ǫ * (t). After the moment t * when x(t * ) = ǫ * (t * ) the distance from the Schwarzschild radius begins to increase, but it trails behind ǫ * (t). The inset (b) shows the two scales of the problem: log C(t) (dashed dark red line) and log ǫ * (t) (orange line) through the evaporation. source of Hawking radiation, and Eqs. (11) and (29) are easily generalized (Appendix F). Upon analysis we find that the horizon still is not going to be reached, and the outcome of the evolution (the shell evaporates or crashes into the core) is determined by the two quantities: x(τ ), and
We first observe that in any dimension the shrinking Schwarzschild radius will retreat inside the core, since at τ r
indicating that the evaporation is not complete. Assuming that the shell is close to the Schwarzschild radius (and using the retarded Schwarzschild metric) we approximate x(τ ) as ǫ * (τ ) (Eq. (38)), and the condition for crash becomes
The crash occurs if C(τ c ) > C c . Otherwise the shell evaporates beforehand. For example, in D = 3, the crash is possible if the core is large enough relative to its Schwarzschild radius,
This set-up provides a complimentary scenario to Ref. [43] .
IV. DISCUSSION
Including the effects of pre-Hawking radiation dramatically modifies the evolution of gravitationally collapsing matter. In the examples we presented, for almost the entire evaporation time the shell stays very close to its Schwarzschild radius, but never crosses it. As a result, there are no trapped surfaces, no horizon and no singularity. The distance ǫ * ∝ C −1 grows as the shell evaporates and a comoving observer encounters an increased radiation flux with a natural cutoff -a kind of tame firewall. The distance from r g is within the trans-Planckian regime, but no more so than in the usual derivation of Hawking radiation. Both horizon avoidance and its trans-Planckian scale support the idea that the paradoxical aspects of the black hole information problem originate in combining a sharp classical geometry with quantum fields [29, 44] .
It is quite reasonable that the mean field view of the collapse, radiation and backreaction breaks down well before the gap ǫ * is reached. Quantum fluctuations become important and should be taken into account at least at the level of the stochastic gravity [25] . However, following this line of thought still implies that a classical picture of matter crossing a sharply defined surface is untenable, while quantum states that are associated with such a surface are not asymptotically reachable.
Despite ignoring the fluctuations our simple model is selfconsistent. The examples we have considered can be generalized to an arbitrary spherically-symmetric metric outside the shell [30] . Both avoidance of the horizon and a regularized firewall do not require any additional assumptions or exotic matter.
Currently popular approaches to preserve unitary dynamics that are based on the analysis of matter alone (such as firewalls [27, 48] , final projections [49] , or ER=EPR [50, 51] ) require both an horizon and a singularity and so are not applicable if an event horizon does not form. Our results also indicate the standard Penrose diagram that is used to illustrate the black hole creation and evaporation is inapplicable [29] .
Description of the entire spacetime in terms of a classical metric, even without the assumption that the Einstein classical equations are be violated in the deep Planck region [47] , results in disappearing of the event horizon, consitent with the expectations of [9] . While it is reasonable to assume that avoidance of a suitably defined Schwarzschild radius is a generic feature of a quantum collapse, lack of trapped surfaces and apparent horizon is most likely a consequence of the thin shell model. In general we expect appearance of the quasi-locally defined trapping horizons that should enable to contently discuss collapse, formation and evaporation of black holes [9] .
The smallness of ǫ * seems to indicate that predictions of this model should be observationally indistinguishable from pure classical collapse [45] . However, it was recently shown that hypothetical non-black-hole very compact objects can have a very different quasinormal-mode spectrum from that of black holes, even in the limit of coinciding exterior metrics. This difference is not manifested in the ringdown signal from a binary coalescence, but may become detectable in precision observations of the late-time ringdown signal [46] .
Investigation of the energy-momentum tensor and its comparison with the results obtained from other considerations [17-19, 34, 36, 38, 52, 53] , as well as generalization to a non-zero pressure are natural extension of our results and will be published elsewhere.
Our model strengthens the point of view (see [28, 35, 54, 55] ) that fully quantized joint gravity-matter dynamics must have unitary time evolution, particularly for systems that have a well-defined classical Hamiltonian, and so there cannot be any overall information loss. Indeed, all current candidate theories of quantum gravity-strings, loops, and foams -are constructed as unitary theories. However, an important unanswered question is how entanglement (and more general types of quantum correlations) gets distributed between the tripartite system of gravity-early modes-late modes. Similarly, if the fully formed horizon does not exist, it is important to investigate how (if at all) the soft hair properties of black holes [56] are modified. Finally, by studying a realistic models it is important to understand if absence of the event horizon leads to astrophysically significant differences with the classical collapse.
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Appendix A: Angular coordinates in D+1 dimensions
We choose the convention for labelling angular coordinates such that the generalization of the z-axis is three spatial dimensions is referred as x 1 , and there are D − 1 angles φ k . We also introduce φ D ≡ 0 and set 0 1 ( * ) ≡ 1. Then
The spherical part of the metric is
The coordinates y a on the shell are (τ, φ k ), and the induced metric is
Appendix B: Thin shell collapse: outgoing Vaidya metric Dynamics of the shell is obtained via the second junction condition that equates the discontinuity of the extrinsic curvature with the surface energy-momentum tensor. Here we calculate the extrinsic curvature outside the shell. Expressions for the interior are analogous. Components of the extrinsic curvature are given by 
is its outward-pointing unit normal. The non-zero components of the 4-acceleration are
(B3) Hence
CalculatingÜ using Eq. (6) we obtain
The extrinsic curvature can be decomposed into the part into a part that does not involve the derivative F U (the classical part), and the part that is proportional to it (the evaporating part), K + τ τ = K c + K e . We find
while
The angular components -φ k φ k -of the extrinsic curvature are calculated using the second relation in (B1). Starting with φ 1 φ 1 -θθ in 3+1-D -we find
where we have used the definition forU , and
as expected. Going through a similar calculation we find that K
Using the appropriate definitions of extrinsic curvature for the interior and the exterior regions, the components of the surface stress-energy tensor are
for the τ τ component, and identical expressions such as
for all other components.
Classical shell dynamics
The classical equation (9) is obtained by suppressing the time-dependence of the metric and integrating Eq. (B10). The shell surface density is conviniely expressed via the mass parameter m,
Fixing C for the initial conditionṘ(0) = 0 we get
where R(0) = R 0 . As a result, the equation of motion for R is
The initial position can be specified as
has the form that is independent of the dimension. In the limit λ → ∞, m → C/2. Despite similar reasoning behind the two metrics (and the intuitive feeling that u andt are directly related), there is no coordinate transformation between the coordinates (t, r) and (u, r) that will transform the metrics into each other if C = const. Starting from the metrics (3) and (4) we have
Hence we find
and consequently g rr = 1/f (u, r). To enforce g tt = −f (u, r),
should hold. However, the integrability condition implies
that holds only in a stationary spacetime.
Appendix D: Thin-shell collapse: the retarded Schwarzschild metric
The derivation proceeds analogously to case of the outgoing Vaidya metric. The outward-pointing normal is
and the non-zero components of the 4-acceleration components are
Hence
CalculatingT using Eq. (5) we obtain
SubstitutingT and with further simplifications we obtain
The angular components of the extrinsic curvature are
(D7) (note that e µ a = δ µ a+1 for µ = 2, . . . D). From the above equations one can therefore see that K
is not affected by the evaporation.
The derivatives oft are found via
In the limit r → R(t) (and, i.e., T = t →t) we have
hence
Similarly, in the same limit we obtain
.
Changing to the coordinate time parametrization of the equation of motion requires the expressions forṪ andT . From Eq. (3) we see that
and
The flux of radiation in D spatial dimensions is
where σ D is the D-dimensional Stefan-Boltzmann constant. For comparison:
The total radiated power is
where γ is the number of species, and
, with the Schwarzschild radius
Note that in 3D the constant σ 3 is already calibrated to include two polarizations of photons. The mass is given by
The horizon area is
The Hawking temperature dimensions is defined as
which in D + 1 spacetime dimensions is in
The rate of change of C D according to an observer at the spatial infinity is We will write the evaporation time
where C 0 is the initial value of C D .
In the case of a thin shell collapsing on a core, the metric of the inner region is Schwarzschild as well, with f − = 1 − C c /r D−2 . The equations of motion combine features of the proceeding cases, and are calculated in terms of the surface stress-energy tensor S a b . The time-time component condition now reads
while the angular component equations become
Evaporation affects only the metric outside, i.e.
where according to Eq. (E5)
On the other hand, only the outside term
enters the equation. The qualitative behaviour of the collapsing shell is the same as that for a collapsing shell with no core. The only effect of the core on the dynamics of the system is to accelerate the rate of evaporation.
Asymptotic dynamics analysis
We again consider x = R − r g . By expandingR in inverse powers of C and x, and only taking the leading terms that diverge when x → 0
the dominant terms of the acceleration are the same as for Eq. (36) . We can still use the approximations
and once|Ṙ| 2R
Similar to the case of a collapsing thin shell -without the core -we have thatṘ 
can be approximated aṡ
Eqs (F8) and (F12) give us the dynamics of the shell and of the Schwarzschild radius. Hencė
that means the gap x evolves according tȯ .
we are guaranteedẋ > 0, i.e. the shell does not cross the Schwarzschild radius.
